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From USA Today and New York Times Bestselling Author Anna Antonia
comes 5 sizzling novellas of love and surrender...

Love doesn’t obey conventional rules and neither do these dominant men. From
billionaires to brooding aristocrats to childhood sweethearts, these romances
straddle the delicious line between seduction and surrender…

Sarah’s Seduction: Temptation
Sarah Woods has always lived a nice, safe, and predictable life. That is until she
meets tall, dark, and sexy-as-hell Devon McNeill in the erotica section of her
local bookstore. What begins as friendship quickly turns into a chance for sexual
awakening when Devon dares Sarah to meet him for one night at an upscale
hotel. Will Sarah give into Devon’s wicked temptation or will this closet-
submissive run away from the dominant waiting to make her his?

Being Trevor’s
Trevor St. John always has to be in control. He thrives on it, needing dominance
over all things big and small. Especially over me. Trevor is beautiful, tortured,
and damaged. And despite everything he’s utterly perfect for me…

Obeying Mr. Collins
Natasha Reynolds has worked well under her brilliant yet demanding boss, Mr.
Collins, for over a year. One night their dynamics take a thrilling turn. When Mr.
Collins confesses to seeing Natasha as his prey, she is forced to admit her
submissive side can no longer be completely confined to their working
relationship. Will Natasha allow her inner bunny to come out and play with the
ravenous wolf that is her boss?

A Beautiful & Dark: Obsession
Sophia Carter loved Alexander Monroe Draven II more than the moon and the
stars, but he became a dangerous obsession. Eventually, she had to end things for
her own sanity—but she never forgot Alexander. Now her obsession is back and
the billionaire wants Sophia and he won’t take no for an answer.

Ava & Sevastian: Cry
Ava is emotionally complicated. Sevastian is emotionally repressed. To ease the
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burdens of their high-stress lives, they like to play dominance and submission
games. However, one night changes everything. How will Ava and Sevastian
come to terms with the dark knowledge that it’s not all just a game but a new
way of life?
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and surrender...

Love doesn’t obey conventional rules and neither do these dominant men. From billionaires to brooding
aristocrats to childhood sweethearts, these romances straddle the delicious line between seduction and
surrender…

Sarah’s Seduction: Temptation
Sarah Woods has always lived a nice, safe, and predictable life. That is until she meets tall, dark, and sexy-
as-hell Devon McNeill in the erotica section of her local bookstore. What begins as friendship quickly turns
into a chance for sexual awakening when Devon dares Sarah to meet him for one night at an upscale hotel.
Will Sarah give into Devon’s wicked temptation or will this closet-submissive run away from the dominant
waiting to make her his?

Being Trevor’s
Trevor St. John always has to be in control. He thrives on it, needing dominance over all things big and
small. Especially over me. Trevor is beautiful, tortured, and damaged. And despite everything he’s utterly
perfect for me…

Obeying Mr. Collins
Natasha Reynolds has worked well under her brilliant yet demanding boss, Mr. Collins, for over a year. One
night their dynamics take a thrilling turn. When Mr. Collins confesses to seeing Natasha as his prey, she is
forced to admit her submissive side can no longer be completely confined to their working relationship. Will
Natasha allow her inner bunny to come out and play with the ravenous wolf that is her boss?

A Beautiful & Dark: Obsession
Sophia Carter loved Alexander Monroe Draven II more than the moon and the stars, but he became a
dangerous obsession. Eventually, she had to end things for her own sanity—but she never forgot Alexander.
Now her obsession is back and the billionaire wants Sophia and he won’t take no for an answer.

Ava & Sevastian: Cry
Ava is emotionally complicated. Sevastian is emotionally repressed. To ease the burdens of their high-stress
lives, they like to play dominance and submission games. However, one night changes everything. How will
Ava and Sevastian come to terms with the dark knowledge that it’s not all just a game but a new way of life?
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Editorial Review

Users Review

From reader reviews:

David Barnett:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information today can get by anyone with everywhere.
The information can be a knowledge or any news even a huge concern. What people must be consider while
those information which is inside the former life are hard to be find than now is taking seriously which one
would work to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you obtain the unstable resource
then you understand it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those
possibilities will not happen in you if you take Under His Hand as the daily resource information.

Luther Keller:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with close friends is thing
that usually you might have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try issue that really
opposite from that. One particular activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on
roller coaster you have been ride on and with addition details. Even you love Under His Hand, you can enjoy
both. It is very good combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can
happen its mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Mary Quinn:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will make
anyone to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information much
easier to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, classifieds, book, and
soon. You will see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended to your account is Under His Hand this guide consist a lot of the information from the
condition of this world now. This book was represented how can the world has grown up. The vocabulary
styles that writer use to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some analysis when he
makes this book. Here is why this book ideal all of you.

Patricia Rivera:

As a scholar exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library or
even make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just tiny students that has reading's heart and soul
or real their interest. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to the library. They go to right now there
but nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring as well as can't see
colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs. As



we know that on this age, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore this Under His Hand can make you sense more interested to read.
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